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Jill Kantelberg
Jill Kantelberg likens the job of designer to being “a good musical 
composer, stringing listeners along a theme but knowing when 
and where to bring the notes of excitement so they don’t become 
bored.” For her eponymous shop and for each design project, Ms. 
Kantelberg searches for 17th- and 18th-century European antiques 
and special items. at ids, she’s showcasing a product sourced on a 
European trip — one that blends history with modern technology. 
Having worked on varied projects, Ms. Kantelberg immediately 
knew ambiance tiles would “address so many flooring dilemmas 
both in new-build and renovations.” the tiles are thin (¼-inch) 
handmade flagstones manufactured in a lightweight proprietary 
composite cement, moulded into designs from 17th-century 
French and English castles and chateaux. they create a perma-
nent, waterproof stone floor (or wall!), particularly good for build-
ings with weight-bearing limitations, and come in various sizes up 
to 36-inches square. they can be used indoors or out, and we can 
already envision many uses, including a particularly authentic-
looking wine cellar. Cue that orchestra! jillkantelberg.com

JarDin De Ville
this is the place to be at ids if you’ve got the midwinter blues. 
the Bourque family, from small-town Quebec, probably had 
them too, but they didn’t just hibernate with a snuggie and an 
I Love Lucy box set. in 1956, decades ahead of the backyard-as-
outdoor-living-room movement, Carmen Bourque started out 
by selling some patio sets and accessories — and only those with 
beautiful lines and the best components; Jardin de Ville now 
sells dream-inducing outdoor furniture from the finest lines 
around the world. rausch, for example, uses fibreglass and lEd 
optional lighting integrated into modular furniture, while Ma-
nutti uses the same nautic leather as in Ferrari interiors — that 
is, uV- and water resistant. Fast, meanwhile, uses the “indisput-
ably state-of-the-art” vacuum-casting process in its outdoor 
furniture manufacturing. “Jardin de Ville’s mission has always 
been to extend the pleasure of summer,” says president Johanne 
Bourque, JdV’s second generation, “whether that’s visually or 
physically.” We’re already rooting for that first warm summer 
weekend!  jardindeville.com

Felt StuDio
you could say industrial felt is in Kathryn Walter’s blood. Her 
grandfather imported it for use in factories and as boot liners. 
after art school and some individual art projects, Ms. Walter 
wanted to repurpose the factory’s felt offcuts, and started by de-
signing baskets and stools that had a casual, organic aesthetic. 
Fast forward some years, and she is now in demand by archi-
tects seeking those same attributes for unique feature walls. 
FEltstudio uses one of the world’s great renewable materials, 
wool, appropriate for a studio focused on sustainability (“in 
north america, we have a tendency to favour disposability and 
bottom line over well-crafted materials.”). she’s a one-woman 
design house, but holds collaborative discussions with archi-
tects and designers to create site-specific soutions. at ids, Ms. 
Walter has moved forward (as well as backward), experiment-
ing with felt as a material for a pod-like shelter, inspired by cen-
turies-old uses in parts of asia and the Middle East. Her version, 
of course, will be “a modern, industrial rendition with a playful 
spin.” feltstudio.com

Patty JoHnSon
a facilitator who brings together artisans and the markets for 
their work, patty Johnson has been working in partnership with 
manufacturers and communities around the world since 2004.
that experience, she says, has been “one of the most enriching 
of my life and profoundly changed the way i think about de-
sign.” at ids she’s showing an in-progess Haitian project, Vo-
dunuvo, which is “inspired by the tribulation, struggle and sur-
vival of one of the world’s oldest religions.” she helps reimagine 
and transform Vodu temple artifacts into products that “carry 
the essential culture of Haiti in a new form.” authenticity over-
rides every aspect of the process: she even consults male and 
female vodu priests over the naming of the products and the ac-
curacy of the product interpretation. “Hand manufacturing is 
the reality in much of the world,” Ms. Johnson says, “and design-
ers, sitting at their desks sending off pdFs to unknown destina-
tions may be a modern paradigm but ultimately a hollow one. it 
is my belief that craft and design practitioners need to urgently 
address real world issues.” pattyjohnson.com

p o s t  h o m e s

MoSS & laM
artists deborah Moss and Edward lam try to bring a sense of 
the poetic to the concrete world of design and interiors. the hus-
band-and-wife team met studying contemporary painting and 
drawing at art school. ultimately, Mr. lam graduated in perform-
ance art and video, and now feels that “each new piece [we create] 
is still very much like a performance, part of a running narrative.” 
their studio has designed, among other things, installations ran-
ging from a seven-storey mobile of thousands of cascading gold 
and silver butterflies, petals and leaves interspersed with crystals 
and beads for a seoul retailer, to small silk panels for a toronto 
coffee shop. For ids, they’ve created ursa Major, two 12-foot-tall 
dancing bears “with glass crystals suspended within their bodies” 
carved (“like butter with an electric hot wire”) from huge blocks 
of styrofoam. the lower halves of the bears are unfinished, while 
the upper halves have a fine plaster finish: “on the one hand you 
have a ‘spectacle,’ ” Mr. lam says, “on the other, you see the beauty 
in simple materials and making evocative things.” pictured: Walk-
ing Bear side table. mossandlam.com

raW
if any venue could use a welcoming gesture for its visitors, it’s the 
Metro toronto Convention Centre. raW architect roland rom 
Colthoff’s piece for the ids entrance at the MtCC, designed with 
Mark tholen, is a felt curtain called strip tease. that’s not a direc-
tive, rather a play on words. “the concept behind strip tease,” he 
says, “is to create a sensual experience for those entering the ids 
show. it is intended as a soft, warm and welcoming gesture.” is 
there a common element between strip tease and raW’s work in 
transforming unglamorous urban sites into elegant living spaces? 
“We are always interested in the straightforward use and expres-
sion of raw or natural materials,” he says. “We try to focus on the 
user’s experience of this, as well as to try to have the intellectual 
concept bend to the sensual.” and sensual they are, these 1,300-
plus strips of 14-metre-long industrial felt that hang down around 
the escalator. strip tease starts like a hug at the front door, but 
then becomes a background onto which images themed around 
ids are projected. “it will also,” Mr. rom Colthoff adds, use “vis-
itors’ movements to animate the installation.” rawdesign.ca


